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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON
With that preamble and on behalf of the entire commission and staff
of TPEC, I would like to thank all parties that aid and continue to
support the mission, vision and work of the TPEC most especially the
Government of Puntland, the International Community, the private
sector, the civil society and most importantly the dutiful people of
the great State of Puntland. TPEC is committed to realizing the long
awaited dream of the people of Puntland to be led by a government
of the people, elected by the people and serves and works for the
people, a dream that has since the establishment of the Puntland
State of Somalia in 1998 been elusive.
The current TPEC strongly holds that the existing conducive political landscape, economic
development progress, improved security measures all but provide the citizens of Puntland
hope that they will finally fulfill their dream of witnessing a democratic society and government
in which they have a majority say and that they can directly hold accountable. And it is with
those thoughts that I would like to present the commission’s 2019-2021 Strategic Plan (SP).
Because TPEC is a precursor to a permanent Puntland Electoral Commission (PEC), it is from
that perspective that it is imperative that a Strategic Plan that establishes a clear direction for
the commission’s operations as well as strategies that will be implemented is imperative. TPEC
is putting this SP covering 2019-2021 in place to guide it in the performance of its functions by
strengthening its independence and building stakeholder trust and confidence in the electoral
process. This is an important element in promoting and safeguarding the democratic
aspirations of the people of Puntland as mechanisms created under this process, will be able to
meaningfully include all stakeholders especially the citizenry in the democratization process.
This SP is a clear design that comprehensively strengthens TPEC to manage Puntland’s
democratic process, achieve its vision and mission as well as adhere to its guiding principles in
order to achieve the strategic goals for 2019-2021. I have enough confidence that with
continued support from all democratic stakeholders, the commission will succeed in its
daunting mandated task and I thus acknowledge the work done by my fellow commissioners,
our staff and all stakeholders for contributing to this Strategic Plan.
With those few words, I wish success and good health to the Government and all our people of
Puntland, international community and development partners as well as all stakeholders. May
the Almighty Allah bless you all!
Sincerely yours,
Guled Salah Barre
Chairperson, Transitional Puntland Electoral Commission [TPEC]
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1.

BACKGROUND

The Transitional Puntland Electoral Commission (TPEC) was established with a mandate to
oversee the following processes:
•

Management and conduct of local government election (LGE)

•

Registration of political associations

•

Registration of citizens eligible to vote

•

Registration of the first three political parties following the LGE

After all these processes are concluded, TPEC will pave way for a permanent Puntland Electoral
Commission (PEC).
On 21 June 2009, Puntland adopted a Provisional Constitution (PC) with 141 articles, which
allowed for a multiparty democratic political system. The ratification of the PC was overseen
the first TPEC. The first LGE, under the new political dispensation, was to be held immediately
thereafter but was cancelled in August 2013. Subsequently the TPEC became defunct and most
of the Commissioners and secretariat staff moved on to other duties.
The first TPEC developed a Democratization Roadmap following the 2014 election. This
included the re-establishment of the TPEC, holding of LGE and registering three political parties.
On the 24th of April 2016, a new Board was endorsed by the then Parliament of Puntland
following their nomination by the then president and speaker of parliament in mid-February
2016.
Despite the lack of a political will, the new TPEC began preparing for the LGE by amongst
others: reviewing and adopting the TPEC, forming political association/party and enacting LGE
laws as well as developing the 2018-2021 Strategic Plan. On August 2019, TPEC’s Board was
disbanded and replaced by the incumbent one.
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In September 2019, the new Board began an adjustment exercise to refocus the Commission by
identifying the most pressing actions going forward. First on their agenda was the review of the
2018-2021 SP. The process was guided by the need for TPEC to take ownership of the process
and in line with the spirit of the PC, which articulates the general principles of an electoral
system that addresses the aspirations of the people of Puntland to have credible, transparent
and inclusive elections. The process included the following steps:
1. Engaging key stakeholders from civil society organisations (CSOs), academia and state
institutions
2. Focus group discussions (FGDs) with different stakeholders and
3. Establishing a Strategic Planning Team (SPT) to oversee the process
This SP is a blueprint that guides the TPEC in developing a realistic roadmap that will serve as a
practical guide for its work in 2019-2021. It is designed to:
1. Guide the management and administration of the LGEs in the transitional context of
Puntland
2. Strengthen the commission’s capacity as a credible institution
3. Contributing to the realization of universal suffrage elections in Puntland.
The overall aim of the SP is to provide strategic direction for TPEC, focusing on strategic goals,
objectives, set targets and actions that TPEC and its stakeholders will undertake between 2019
and 2021. This includes building TPEC’s capacity to undertake by-elections that will occur after
the 2019 LGE. In addition, the SP also provides strategic direction for resource mobilisation to
undertake the operations of TPEC.
The SP highlights goals, objectives and actions deemed crucial for TPEC’s institutional
strengthening and operational effectiveness. It should be considered an open document, to be
further adapted in response to contextual changes and unpredictable factors. It includes on-
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going activities (for example; the registration of political associations, institutional capacity
building) as well as those that will be implemented only during a certain timeline (for example;
voter registration and political campaigning) once the electoral calendar has been prepared and
published.
The Board will provide strategic leadership and policy direction for TPEC’s implementation of
the SP. The supervision and conduct of the LGEs will be a joint responsibility of the Board and
secretariat. The Chairperson will provide oversight for SP implementation and the development
of separate departmental work plans to be incorporated into an overall Operational Plan.
Human resources and organisational development will be a key priority under this SP. To
overcome the pitfalls experienced in 20131, the SP envisages an improvement in logistics and
procurement management and the establishment of a database for the management, training
and deployment of temporary staff.
Budget planning and execution will also be improved coupled with preparing a detailed and
comprehensive funding plan for the LGEs, which will be used to engage parliament, the
executive and the international community. Financial management will as well as be improved
through the development of financial policies and guidelines for the commission. Both internal
and external communication systems, including social media use and traditional mass
communication channels will be instituted at all levels.
A Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) framework will be embedded into the SP as a key step
towards building trust and ensuring effectiveness. The M&E framework will be operationalized
through routine data collection and monitoring progress of the activities implemented. The
results of this monitoring will be within TPEC’s scope to influence and manage.

1

These pitfalls included but not limited to late recruitment of staff, and inadequate staff capacity to undertake
election operations and mechanisms.
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2.

RATIONALE FOR THE STRATEGIC PLAN

Strategic planning has been a matter of discussion for TPEC’s Board and HQ staff since TPEC’s
re-establishment, because without strategic planning the Board and staff cannot fulfil their
respective duties and responsibilities effectively and efficiently. The key objective for the TPEC
is to use this SP to strengthen its independence and build stakeholder trust and confidence in
the electoral process as an important element in promoting and safeguarding the democratic
aspirations of the people of Puntland.
The SP is recognised as a planning, implementation and monitoring tool for progressive
Electoral Management Bodies (EMB). Hence, TPEC has adopted the strategic planning approach
to fulfil its constitutional mandate, recognising the importance of encompassing the Electoral
Cycle Approach (ECA) in its development.
It is imperative that this SP establishes a clear direction for the implementation of the
commission’s operations as well as the strategies that will be utilised to achieve its mandate
between 2019 and 2021. The commission, through among other mechanisms created this
process through engagement with all democratic stakeholders in Puntland.
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3.

THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

The TPEC engaged a team of three consultants; two local experts and one international expert
to facilitate the process. The consultation, reviewing and drafting stages ran from September to
November 2019. A Strategic Planning Team (SPT) that comprised of the three experts and three
Board members was also formed and tasked to draft the current strategic plan. The SPT was
tasked to guide the strategic planning process, including acquiring relevant documentation and
identifying key institutions/stakeholders to involve in this process.
This SP was developed following a comprehensive review of the 2018-2021 SP and available
literature on democratization in Puntland. The SPT prepared the first draft of the SP with
guidance from the Board. The second draft was then presented at a national stakeholders’
consultative meeting where it was reviewed and validated. The final SP was then presented and
approved by the Board prior to its tabling in the Parliament.
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4.

CONTEXT ANALYSIS

A SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis was used to analyse TPEC’s
operational environment. Analysis of the internal environment focused on strategic issues that
relate to TPEC’s operations, while the analysis of the external environment assessed how the
actions of different stakeholders are likely to impact the operations of the commission.
Careful assessments of both internal and external environments were conducted so that the
identified strengths can be sustained, weaknesses addressed, opportunities prioritised and
optimised whereas potential threats are overcome.
4.1 Management structure of the TPEC
TPEC comprises of nine commissioners under the leadership of the chairperson and the deputy
chairperson, with the responsibility for policy direction and strategic oversight. They approve
policies, regulations, codes of conduct and directives to the secretariat. The day-to-day
operation of the commission is the responsibility of the secretariat which is headed by the
secretary general.
The secretary general supervises eight directorates, namely: legal affairs; administration and
finance; public affairs and communication; policy planning and M & E; voter registration, voter
education and advocacy; research and electoral training; regional offices and electoral
operations; and boundary delimitation and electoral dispute resolution. The directorates are
headed by directors and are further divided into units headed by unit managers as the
following organogram shows.
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Figure 1: The Management Structure of the TPEC
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4.2 Internal Environment
The internal environment presents various challenges and opportunities that must be
considered during the SP’s implementation. Despite the PC’s provisions for the TPEC’s existence
and operations, the necessary administrative frameworks, regulations and policies for its
internal functioning are yet to be adopted. This is further exacerbated by weaknesses in the
TPEC’s institutional capacity due to staffing gaps and inadequate funding. As a result, the TPEC
is unable to meet its recurrent and operational budgetary obligations and functions.
Rationalising the TPEC’s organisational structure may also require reflection upon the core
functions of the organization and its mandate. In line with changing circumstances, there is a
need to establish the requisite policies, systems and guidelines, including managerial, financial
and procurement policies to ensure accountability and transparency.
Main considerations for this reflection include the following:
•

A performance management system is necessary to enhance staff performance and
ensure effective TPEC operations

•

The development of a comprehensive and robust communication strategy and
mechanisms for effective communication with both internal and external audiences
must be a high priority

•

It is necessary to identify and coordinate the activities of various stakeholders in the
provision of civic and voter education, which is the bedrock of the electoral process
proposed under the SP

•

Eligible voters must be registered, which will require the identification and adoption of a
viable voter registration system integrating linkages with state institutions, such as the
Ministry of Interior (MOI), which is involved in keeping civic records

•

It is also crucial to integrate information and communication technologies (ICT) into the
TPEC’s operations and the electoral process. The extent to which ICT can be integrated
calls for evaluative studies under the SP. The need to optimise the use of existing
technological capacity should form an integral component of the SP.
Transitional Puntland Electoral Commission Strategic Plan 2019 – 2021
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The Commission is currently operating from rented premises in the state capital. Although the
previous government had provided a government building to the TPEC, the TPEC is yet to
relocate to the new premises. The new arrangement will reduce operation costs associated
with office rent.
Strengths

Weaknesses
Institutional

•

A

functioning

Commission

Board

•

chairperson and commissioners) willing

the viability of a certain electoral activity

The

•

•

Board

reviewed

the

institutional

structure

and

developed

recently
organthe

•

in

implementing

commission

from

planning

the

and

activities.

government

is

descriptions for each staff

insufficient to cover the operational

The Board has formed 3 different

costs of the central office.

(comprising

Board

•

The commission lacks its own office

members) to oversee its operations

infrastructure

The

functional district and regional offices.

Commission

Board

currently

and

does

not

have

convenes weekly meetings.

This makes it difficult for the commission

An existing Roadmap for TPEC that is

to fulfil its constitutional mandate.
•

The central secretariat is under-staffed

Internal rules and policies have been

due to a lack of funding and low

developed

remuneration,

Resilience of existing staff and their

difficult for the commission to retain

willingness to work under challenging

staff.

work environment
•

uncertainty
Funding

job

partially operational.
•

TPEC is currently operating on a limited
budget. This has resulted in a degree of

Commission

committees

•

government/donor

support may create uncertainty about

staffing gaps.

•

on

(comprising the chairperson, deputy
to operationalize its mandate, despite

•

Dependence

•

An existing systematic communication

which

has

made

it

The existing staffs are too thinly spread
to handle the current workload.
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between the Board and staff
•

•

•

Commissioners carry out day-to-day

Efficient staff recruitment, procurement

operations, causing them to lose focus

and financial policies are in place.

on their oversight and policy roles.

The Commission currently convenes

•

This serious funding gap has hampered

regular consultative meetings and public

the commission in effectively spreading

awareness with key stakeholders

public awareness about its mandate in
the democratisation process.
•

The commission has yet to develop an
electoral dispute mechanism as well as a
gender mainstreaming framework

Legal
•

An existing legal framework that enables

•

TPEC to be operational.
•

Code

of

Conduct

Ambiguities

in

the

existing

legal

framework
for

political

•

associations (and candidates), observers
(both international and local)

The constitutional court is yet to be
established

•

Despite provisions in the PC, there are
no legal provisions for voter registration
and boundary demarcation.

ICT
•

Functional but basic website and social

•

No dedicated staff

communication platforms are in place,
with room for further improvement.
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4.3 External environment
Some factors in the current external environment have the potential to positively impact the
implementation of the SP:
•

The new president, in his inauguration speech promised to resume the democratization
process of Puntland that had stalled in the previous administration

•

The new administration has exhibited political will to hold the LGEs on the basis of ‘one
person, one vote’.

•

The increased representation of women, youth and minorities in government
institutions reflects growing tolerance and inclusivity in democratisation and decisionmaking processes in Puntland. This includes a willingness to participate in democratic
elections and move away from clan-based power sharing politics.

•

The existence of a homogenous culture and religion has the potential to nurture
inclusive and active participation by Puntland’s citizens in electoral process and
subsequently in state-building.

•

All of this is placed against the backdrop of a growing economy and increasingly
devolved governance processes and infrastructure projects in Puntland.

•

However, it is important to note the following concerns regarding the work of TPEC and
the smooth administration of the LGE:
− TPEC’s implementation of the SP is heavily predicated on the availability of
financial and technical support from the government and development partners.
− Stakeholders’ commitment should be propagated and women, youth, minorities
and other diverse groups should be given room to exercise their views and ideas.
The willingness of political actors and associations is equally important for the
implementation of this SP as they are part of the process.
− Women, minorities and all segments of society should be consulted for the
purposes of inclusivity and information-sharing.
− Existing gaps and contradictions in the legal framework require further review to
address ambiguities and differences between the existing legislation and the PC.
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Opportunities

Threats
Political

•

Conducive political environment that is
responsive

•

and

amenable

•

to

The

inter-

and

between/among

intra-

conflicts

communities

may

democratisation.

challenge the boundary demarcation

The current administration commitment

process

towards the democratization process,
including adopting the universal suffrage
(one person one vote).
ICT
•

The high use of ICT, particularly mobile
phones

coupled

with

•

There is no regulatory framework to

widespread

govern the ICT sector, which has

technology skills among youth, presents

resulted in the lack of an integrated ICT

an immense opportunity for electoral

system. Consequently, most ICT and

processes.

mobile phone providers are controlled
by large private businesses.
Stakeholder

•

Commitment from various electoral
stakeholders

from

Citizens’ disillusionment after realising

current

their

society

fulfilled by the TPEC1 and 2 has resulted

organisations (CSO) – including the

to a lack of public confidence in the

media under their umbrella body MAP,

institution.

administration,

politicians

the

•

civil

and

parliament.

The

•

increasing interest and support for
TPEC’s

activities

development
encouraged

from

partners
through

engagement with them.

should

expectations

have

not

been

A citizenry who have never participated
in direct voting

CSOs,

•

High rate of illiteracy

be

•

Clan

regular

based

political

polarization,

disrespecting democratic principles.
•

Despite

the

establishment
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•

The executive, legislative and political

multiparty system by the PC and the

parties have significant powers and have

passage of a political party law, the

a high level of interest in the TPEC’s

existing

activities.

relatively new, with a presence only in

political

associations

are

the capital city.
Security
•

Recent

security

sector

reforms

•

There is a lack of respect for the rule of

guarantee a secure environment for

law in the context of a fledgling, weak

TPEC to conduct the LGE. TPEC will

judicial system in Puntland.

need for continuous engagement with

Clan based disputes

security agents.
Social-economic
•

Increased public awareness raising being

Poor roads and infrastructure, as well as

undertaking by TPEC’s about its mandate

logistical constraints, may hamper the

and the importance of the electoral

implementation of the LGEs.

process to democracy
•

•

The

upcoming

•
5-year

National

Development Plan (NDP) 2020-2024 is

An entrenched social cultural norms and
attitudes that has excluded woman,
youth and minority groups

expected to prioritize democratization
and

decentralization

process;

it

is

anticipated that the government will
allocate resources toward supporting
the holding of the LGE
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5.

THE STRATEGIC FOUNDATION OF TPEC

5.1. Vision
Promotion of accountable local governance through credible and transparent local government
election (LGE)
5.2.

Mission

To conduct the LGE that promotes and safeguards the democratic aspirations of the citizens (or
Puntland people)
5.3.

Guiding Principles

TPEC shall be guided by the following principles in the performance of its duties:
1. Independence: We endeavour for autonomy in accordance with the law and to operate
without taking directives from or being controlled by any individual or authority.
2. Impartiality: We will create a level playing field for all electoral stakeholders, especially
political actors.
3. Inclusivity: We commit to gender equality and social inclusion, particularly focusing on
women, youth and people with disabilities (PWD), ensuring fairness and justice in dealing
with all stakeholders.
4. Transparency and accountability: We endeavour to display openness and transparency in
all our relationships with all stakeholders (including the public, political actors and
associations and the three arms of government) by adopting mechanisms that facilitate the
timely scrutiny of the electoral process.
5. Professionalism: We will create an enabling environment that allows teamwork between
commissioners and staff at all levels and maintain professional excellence through regular
capacity development and trainings.
6. Excellence: We commit to promote professionalism in the delivery of our services.
7. Credibility: We will ensure public and stakeholder confidence and acceptance of electoral
results and ensure that no action or activity is taken in support of any one candidate or
political association.
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6.

THE STRATEGIC DIRECTION OF TPEC

In line with the foregoing contextual analysis, vision and mission, the SPT reviewed the sixteen
Strategic Goals in the 2018-2021 SP and condensed into nine. These nine Strategic Goals will
form the basis of the direction of TPEC’s 2019–2021 Strategic Plan.
Strategic Goal 1: TPEC institutionalised and the organisational capacity and culture
strengthened
TPEC aims for genuine administrative, political and financial independence while maintaining
public accountability. To achieve this goal, TPEC has initiated dialogue with the government on
its institutional relationships with government and its budgetary autonomy. To enhance TPEC’s
integrity as an independent EMB, parliamentary oversight and financial accountability will also
be established with parliament, government, political associations and other stakeholders.
TPEC is currently reviewing organizational structure, policies and procedures and job
description to reflect its autonomy. This will provide an enabling business processes and
systems in respect of the financial management, ICT, human resource management and
facilities management to efficiently and effectively support the core business of the TPEC. It will
also introduce a performance management system and a training policy that will build
professional capacity and leadership qualities and implement organizational.
These will inculcate an organisational structure that promotes professionalism and
transparency with clear policies, systems and guidelines that inspire internal and external
confidence and trust. This will enhance accountability and transparency and build stakeholders’
confidence and trust.
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Strategic Objectives:
1.

2019

2020

2021

Adopt and implement amended Strategic Plan (SP)
• Review the SP
• Engage key stakeholder to obtain input into the SP
• Launch the SP

2.

Establish appropriate systems for resource mobilization
• Develop guidelines for fundraising that are compliant with
TPEC mandate
• Organise regular consultations with the
government/parliamentary committee for budgetary
approval
• Organize donor roundtables to market the SP

3.

Operationalize internal governance policies, budgetary approval and oversight and
accountability systems
• Adopt budgetary approval, oversight and accountability
mechanisms
• Develop and adopt internal governance and policies for
institutional independence
• Establish and operationalize the central, regional and district
offices
• Relocate the central office to new premise
• Rent appropriate premises for regional and districts offices
• Procure office equipment and systems
• Recruit competent staff
• Develop a maintenance, replacement and disposal policy
• Develop and implement induction programme
• Develop and implement training programme

4.

Establish a conducive working environment for Commissioners and staff
• Develop HR plan and Scheme of Service
• Develop and implement training programme
• Coordinate study tours and exchange programmes
• Develop a staff performance management system
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5.

Upgrade and maintain ICT infrastructure
• Procure ICT equipment, hardware and software and Internet
connectivity for central, regional district and ward offices
• Install ICT equipment and infrastructure at the central,
regional, district and ward offices
• Update TPEC website

6.

• Develop capacity to regularly update the website
independently
Mainstream gender and inclusivity (GSI) in all policies, processes and activities
• Undertake a gender and inclusivity audit of TPEC policies,
regulations, guidelines and procedures
• Adopt gender and inclusivity policies
• Establish a GSI focal point at the central office
• Sensitize political associations, CSOs, media, security actors

Strategic Goal 2: Political associations and candidates are registered and the operations
monitored
Create a conducive level-playing environment that allows unhindered access to the electoral
process, so that all political associations and actors are treated equally.
Strategic Objectives:
1.

2019

2020

2021

Register and regulate political associations
• Establish and operationalize the political associations’
function within TPEC
• Register political associations
• Establish compliance mechanism for regulating political
associations
• Propose integration of gender and inclusion (GSI)
• Integrate electronic-based nomination process for candidates
at all levels
• Develop and implement regulations for monitoring political
associations’ activities, finances, campaigns
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Strategic Goal 3: An equitable and inclusive electoral legal framework and dispute resolution
mechanism for the LGE
While amendments for the legal framework will enable TPEC to implement its mandate
adequately, there are certain inconsistencies, omissions and ambiguities that require to be
addressed. TPEC will facilitate a consultative process to review, amend and finalise existing
electoral laws and regulations to address inconsistencies and/or gaps in the legal framework
and integrate principles that are inclusive and provide equal access to women, youth, people
with disabilities and marginalised communities. This will, thus, providing equal access to
women, youth, PWDs and other historically marginalized groups. TPEC will also hold discussions
with parliament facilitate a process to introduce election expense regulations for political
associations.
TPEC intends to prepare a compendium of all electoral laws, amendments, regulations and
codes of conduct (COC). For the latter, incremental penalties for non-compliance will be
proposed for certain COC.
Strategic Objectives:

2019

2020

2021

1. Address discrepancy and gaps in the legal framework for the LGE
• Conduct a desk study of the existing legal framework
• Organize public dialogue with electoral stakeholders and
legal experts
• Amend, develop laws, code of Conduct (CoC) and
regulations
• Submit amendments, new laws, CoC and regulations to
government/parliament approval
• Consolidate electoral laws, codes and regulations
2. Support the establishment and adoption of the constitutional and appeal courts
• Engages with key decision makers and political actors
• Consult key stakeholders and experts for the establishment
of appeal and constitutional courts

Transitional Puntland Electoral Commission Strategic Plan 2019 – 2021
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3. Establish an electoral dispute and resolution management mechanisms (EDRM)
• Hold systematic consultation with key stakeholders and
experts
• Develop regulations for the establishment an EDRM liaison
committee
• Establish judicial and legal processes guidelines penalties
and timelines for electoral appeals,
4. Develop the voter registration law
• Engage an expert to assess and recommend appropriate
legalisation and voter register system
• Hold stakeholder’s dialogue and consultations
• Prepare and submit proposals government/parliamentary
committees for approval
Strategic Goal 4: A well informed citizenry participating in voter registration and election
processes
TPEC will inform education and engage citizens on electoral democracy with a view to
encourage participation in the LGE. A multi-stakeholder CE/VE reference group will be
established at the regional and district levels in order to promote knowledge of and adherence
to democratic electoral principles and promote coordination and collaboration.
Strategic Objectives:

2019

2020

2021

1. Conduct civic/voter (CE/VE) on the LGE
• Conduct a survey on citizen’s knowledge, skills and
attitudinal
• Develop civic education/voter education (CE/VE)
programme, integrating M&E framework
• Develop CE/VE manual/curriculum and IEC materials
• Develop partnership with CSOs, including the media
• Establish a multi-stakeholder CE/VE reference group
• Coordinate the provision of CE/VE on the LGE
• Employ social media platforms for outreach
Transitional Puntland Electoral Commission Strategic Plan 2019 – 2021
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2. Engage key stakeholder to raise awareness of GSI and public confidence toward TPEC
and the electoral process
• Develop an inclusive stakeholder engagement policy
• Develop stakeholder engagement plan
• Consult with key stakeholder: CSO, political associations,
government, security agencies, media
• Establish liaison committees for:
− Political associations’ dialogue
− CE/VE
− Media
− EDRM
− Security
• Develop and implement media strategy
Strategic Goal 5: Women, youth, people with disabilities and marginalised/vulnerable groups
are engaged throughout the electoral process
TPEC will take appropriate measures and guidance regarding the creation of institutional
mechanism that promotes the meaningful participation of women, youth, people with
disabilities and marginalised/vulnerable groups in the LGE
Strategic Objectives:
1.

2019

2020

2021

Conduct targeted CE/VE for women
• Explore causes that impede women participation in
political processes
• Develop IEC resources for women

2.

• Develop partnership with CSOs working with women,
including the media
• Coordinate the provision of CE/VE and election campaigns
for women
Conduct targeted CE/VE for PWD
• Conduct baseline knowledge and attitudinal survey
• Develop and procure IEC resources targeting PWD
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• Develop guidelines and regulations that respond the needs
of people with disabilities (PWD)
• Organise awareness workshops for/about people with PWD
for TPEC, staff and with concerned stakeholders
• Conduct election campaigns for PWD
3.

Conduct targeted CE/VE for marginalized/vulnerable groups
• Conduct a study
• Develop IEC resources for marginalized/vulnerable groups

4.

• Partner with CSOs working with marginalized/vulnerable
groups
• Coordinate election campaigns for marginalized/vulnerable
groups
Encourage youth participation in the electoral process in an informed manner
• Research underlying factors hindering youths’ participation
in democratisation processes
• Develop IEC resources targeting youth
• Partner with CSOs working with youth
• Coordinate CE/VE and campaigns for youth

Strategic Goal 6: Electoral districts boundary determined in line with constitutional provisions
The constitution through Article 120 (3) stresses that the demarcation of boundaries of the
regions and districts of Puntland is the responsibility of the government. TPEC will facilitate a
consultative meeting with relevant ministries to develop guidelines to finalize the on-going
review the demarcation of the administrative districts in order identify polling centres for the
LGE.
Strategic Objectives:
1.

2019

2020

2021

Review the administrative boundaries to determine polling centres
• Request for administrative data and maps from the
government
• Develop guidelines and regulations and submit to
government/parliamentary sub-committees for approval
Transitional Puntland Electoral Commission Strategic Plan 2019 – 2021
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• Establish electoral boundary demarcation committees at
the district offices
• Conduct systemic consultation with government and
stakeholder (including marginalizes group) at the district
• Determine position of electoral districts and polling centres
• Submit a report on to parliament committee for approval
• Produce, electoral maps to stakeholders at minimum cost
• Launch and disseminate electoral maps
Strategic Goal 7: An accurate, inclusive and transparent voters’ register
TPEC will strive to produce an accurate voter register that allows all eligible citizens to
participate in the LGEs. To this end, TPEC will seek synergies with other state institutions such
as the state parliament and the Ministry of Interior to seek the best ways to enact relevant
legislation and mechanisms towards an effective and efficient voter registration system.
Strategic Objectives:
1.

2019

2020

2021

Facilitate an enabling administrative framework for voter registration (VR)
• Establish coordination mechanism with state institutions
and other stakeholders involved in civil registration
• Procure VR equipment and materials
• Develop a countrywide Distribute and Retrieval Plan for
election materials and equipment.
• Develop VR plan, guidelines, regulations, procedures and
manuals
• Recruit, train and deploy of registration staff

2.

Conduct state-wide voter registration
• Conduct state-wide voter registration exercise
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Strategic Goal 8: Credible, transparent and accountable LGE are administered
TPEC will deliver transparent and credible LGEs. TPEC will prepare, implement and monitor a
comprehensive Operational Plan for the LGEs which will be used to engage parliament, the
executive branch and donors. It will administer the LGEs in a professional and efficient way. The
Operational Plan will outline the specific activities TPEC will undertake within the legal
framework to successfully conduct the LGEs. To avoid budget deficiency, TPEC is committed to
consulting stakeholders on the Operational Plan from an early stage, keeping them regularly
informed and up to date on its implementation.
Strategic Objectives:
1.

2019

2020

2021

Prepare an operational plan for the LGE
• Develop LGE Operation Plan and calendar
• Embed a M&E plan into the Operational Plan
• Engage key stakeholder input into the Operational plan

2.

• Procure sensitive and non-sensitive materials, equipment
(including voting aids and materials for PWD) and voter
identification system (VIS)
Develop elections, results transmission and announcement processes
• Develop election, counting and tallying procedures.
• Establish transparent results management systems from
polling centres to TPEC’s central office
• Create an election results portal on the official website
• Conduct pilots for results transmission
• Conduct cascade trainings for Commissioners and staff

3.

Secure security throughout the E-Day
• Develop E-Day Security Plan
government/security actors
• Recruit security agents

in

coordination

with

• Cascade trainings and deployment plans for security agents
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4.

Hold the LGE
• Conduct pilot election on 3 districts
• Develop a comprehensive election (E-Day) management
plan
• Procure electoral forms
• Develop a countrywide election logistics, transportation,
distribute and retrieval plan for election materials and
equipment.
• E-Day trainings and deployment plans for ad hoc staff
• Hold a press conference to announce the election results
and the 3 political parties

Strategic Goal 9: Audit the LGE
TPEC will commission an external firm to provide an independent assessment the LGE; and
document key successes, challenges, lessons learnt and make recommendations for future
electoral processes.
Strategic Objectives:
1.

2019

2020

2021

Monitor key elements of the LGE
• Establish a M&E function within the TPEC
• Develop standard guidelines for M&E
• Establish national, regional and district monitoring teams to
track the implementation of LGE
• Conduct training for national, regional and district monitoring
teams
• Conduct periodic monitoring of key elements of LGE
• Conduct quarterly review meetings and reporting
• Track and report on risks affecting women, youth and
marginalized groups participation in the LGE
• Monitoring risks and advising on mitigation measures

2.

Contract an external consultant to evaluate the LGE
• Develop TOR for the evaluation
• Conduct an evaluation of the LGE
• Publish and disseminate the report
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8.

CROSSCUTTING ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

TPEC continues to face financial and human resource challenges. It also continually finds the
need to clarify its mandate and role in the upcoming LGE. Participants in universities and
research forums press the commission to do their best to achieve ‘one person, one vote’ in the
upcoming LGEs, citing public dismay regarding the previous clan-based nomination of members
of parliament.
As a new institution, the TPEC needs extensive support in various priority areas and faces an
enormous shortage of human and financial resources.
As recommended in previous reports, the TPEC needs to begin resource mobilisation to begin
implementing its mandated functions. The TPEC also needs to hold public relations forums with
the aim of educating the public about the scope and limitations of its areas of mandate. It is
hoped this will harness public support. Internally displaced persons and population movements
could also be a major obstacle that needs to be addressed.
Finally, the TPEC needs to push the parliament and government to take critical steps in the
establishment of the Puntland Constitutional Court and Appellant Court.
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9.

IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND EVALUATION (M&E)

TPEC is committed to ensuring effective implementation of the SP and make it a key reference
document for the 2019-2021 activities as articulated in the Logical Framework Matrix (see
Appendix). Most of the activities will be implemented between 2020 and 2021 and will serve as
the commission’s roadmap over the planned period. The logical framework highlights the
strategic objectives, activities and indicators. The long-term impact will be credible and
transparent LGE.
The internalization of this plan throughout TPEC’s departments is fundamental to its successful
implementation. The strategic goals, objectives and activities of the plan are inherently
connected and hence mutually dependent on each other. The lack of implementation of one
has the potential to negatively impact on the realization of the other or all. Furthermore, a lack
of funding of key activities can endanger the success of the whole strategic plan.
TPEC has initiated the creation of a unit/committee that will develop the M&E framework and
institutionalize M&E within the organization. The M&E framework provides a set of indicators
to track performance. The unit/committee will be tasked to review progress made towards
achieving goals and objectives.
This will be achieved through routine reporting, progress monitoring, management review,
stakeholder meetings and quarterly reviews. The outcome of these assessments would inform
adjustments in both structure and processes of plan implementation, if necessary.
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Annex 1: Summary of TPEC’s Strategic Plan 2019-2021
Strategic Objectives

Specific Activities

Key Performance Indicators
2019
3 4

Strategic Goal 1: TPEC institutionalised and the organisational capacity and culture strengthened
1. Adopt and implement • Review the SP
• 2019-2021 Strategic Plan (SP)
amended
Strategic • Engage key stakeholder to
• # of meetings conducted
Plan (SP)
• #
of
press
obtain input into the SP
releases/statements
• Launch the SP
2. Establish appropriate • Develop
guidelines
for • Systems and guidelines
systems for resource
fundraising
that
are • Consultation schedule
mobilization
compliant
with
TPEC • # of reports and resolutions
mandate
• # of reports
• Organise
regular
consultations
with
the
government/parliamentary
committee for budgetary
approval
• Organize donor roundtables
to market the SP
3. Operationalize internal • Adopt budgetary approval, • # of policies, guidelines,
governance
policies,
oversight and accountability
system
budgetary
approval
mechanisms
• # of JDs
and oversight and •
Develop and adopt internal • CoC adopted
accountability systems
governance and policies for • # of joint MOUs
institutional independence
• SOP and communication
•
Establish
the
central,
policy adopted
regional and operationalize • # of meeting records, minutes
district offices
• # of reports submitted to
• Relocate the central office
parliament
to new premise
• # of lease agreements
• Rent appropriate premises • # of equipment and systems
for regional and districts
procured
offices
• # of staff recruited
• Procure office equipment • Induction plan adopted
and systems
• # of induction packed
produced and distributed
• Recruit competent staff

x

1

Timeline
2020
2 3 4 1

Risks
2021
2 3

4

x
x

TPEC capacity
Political will

x
x

Resources
Government
commitment

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Donor/IC
commitment
Poor
infrastructure
Quality
training

x

of

ICT
and/or
human error
ICT/logistical
failure

x

x

Entrenched
cultural norms
and attitudes

x

x

x

x

x
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•

•
•
4.

Establish a conducive
working environment
for Commissioners and
staff

•
•
•
•

6.

Upgrade and maintain
ICT infrastructure

•

•

•
•

7.

Mainstream
gender
and inclusivity (GSI) in
all policies, processes,
and activities

•

•
•
•
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Develop a maintenance,
replacement, and disposal
policy
Develop and implement
induction program
Develop and implement
training program
Develop HR plan and
Scheme of Service
Develop and implement
training programme
Coordinate study tours and
exchange programmes
Develop a staff performance
management system

Procure ICT equipment,
hardware, and software and
Internet connectivity for
central, regional and district
and ward offices
Install ICT equipment and
infrastructure at the central,
regional, district and ward
offices
Update TPEC website
Develop
capacity
to
regularly update the website
independently
Undertake a gender and
inclusivity audit of TPEC
policies,
regulations,
guidelines, and procedures
Adopt gender and inclusivity
policies
Establish a GSI focal point at
the central office
Sensitize
political

x

x

x

x

x

x
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

HR plan and Scheme of
Service
# of modules
# of trained staff
# of study tours and exchange
programmes conducted
# of reports
Performance
management
system operational
# of performance reports
# of ICT equipment, hardware,
and software procured
Functional
ICT
systems
installed and operationalized
# of networks connectivity to
internet
A functional TPEC website
# of Commissioners and staff
trained
# of training reports

Audit
report
with
recommendations used and
disseminated
Gender and inclusivity policies
adopted and used
Gender
and
inclusivity
integrated in all TPEC tools
and documentation
# of gender and inclusivity

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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associations, CSOs, media,
security actors

•
•
•
•
•

measures implemented
GIS policy adopted
GIS focal established
Gender and inclusivity policies
disseminated
# of report
# of gender and inclusivity
measures implemented

Strategic Goal 2: Political associations and candidates are registered, and the operations monitored
1.

Register and regulate
political associations

•

•

•

•
•

•

Establish and operationalize
the political associations’
function within TPEC
Register
political
associations

Establish
compliance
mechanism for regulating
political associations

Propose
integration
of
gender and inclusion (GSI) to
Integrate electronic-based
nomination process for
candidates at all levels
Develop and implement
regulations for monitoring
political
associations’
activities,
finances,
campaigns

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

TOR adopted
Political associations’ advisory
committee at TPEC created
Guidelines and procedures
# of political associations
registered
# of certificates
Compliance systems adopted
and disseminated
COC adopted and
disseminated
# of reports
GSI mainstreamed into
political associations’
structure and programmes
# of operational GSI wings
# of women, youth, PWD and
marginalized groups recruited
# of candidates’ lists
disaggregated by GSI
# of reports
Status of the integrated
electronic based nomination
system
# of associations’ list
Regulations adopted
Campaign schedule in place
# of reports

x

x

Stakeholders’
commitment

x

x

PAs capacity
TPEC capacity

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Strategic Goal 3: An equitable and inclusive electoral legal framework and dispute resolution mechanism for the LGE
1. Address
discrepancy • Conduct a desk study of the
x
• Report with recommendation
and gaps in the legal
existing legal framework
produced and disseminated
framework for the LGE
x
• Consultation
schedule,
• Organize public dialogue
attendance lists
with electoral stakeholders
and legal experts
• # of reports
x x
• # and kind of amended law,
• Amend, develop laws, code
new laws and regulations
of Conduct (CoC) and
adopted and gazetted
regulations
• Compendium published and
x
• Submit amendments, new
distributed
laws, CoC and regulations to
government/parliament
approval
• Consolidate electoral laws,
codes and regulations
2. Support
the • Engages with key decision • # of meetings convened
x
establishment
and
makers and political actors
• # of advocacy papers with
adoption
of
the • Consult key stakeholders
recommendations published
constitutional
and
and
experts
for
the
and disseminated
appeal courts
establishment of appeal and • Appeal and constitutional
constitutional courts
courts established
3. Establish an electoral • Hold
x x
systematic • #
of
public
dialogues
dispute and resolution
consultation
with
key
convened
management
stakeholders and experts
• # of advocacy papers with
mechanisms (EDRM)
x x
recommendations published
• Develop regulations for the
and disseminated
establishment an EDRM
liaison committee
• The EDRM regulations and
framework adopted
x
• Establish judicial and legal • The EDRM committee
processes
guidelines • TOR
penalties and timelines for • Advocacy
paper
with
electoral appeals,
recommendation produced
and adopted
• Guidelines, manuals adopted
• # of judiciary staff trained
• # of electoral appeals
determined

Resources
x

TPEC capacity
Public apathy
Stakeholders
committed to
electoral
reforms

x
x

Lack
of
political will
Political
interference
Existing
border
disputes

x

x
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Engage an expert to assess • Report
with
and
recommend
recommendations produced
appropriate legalisation and
and disseminated
voter register system
• #
of
stakeholders’
consultations held; minutes
• Hold stakeholder’s dialogue
and consultations
• VR
laws,
system
and
regulations,
including
• Prepare
and
submit
complaints/appeals
proposals
procedures adopted
government/parliamentary
committees for approval
Strategic Goal 4: A well informed citizenry participating in voter registration and election processes
1. Conduct
civic/voter • Conduct a survey on • Baseline
report
with
(CE/VE) on the LGE
citizen’s knowledge, skills
recommendations
and attitudinal
•

•

•

•
•

Develop
civic
education/voter education
(CE/VE)
programme,
integrating M&E framework
Develop
CE/VE
manual/curriculum and IEC
materials
Develop partnership with
CSOs, including the media
Establish
a
multistakeholder CE/VE reference
group

•

Coordinate the provision of
CE/VE on the LGE

x

x

x

x

x

TPEC capacity
CSOs capacity

x

Stakeholders’
commitment

x

Public apathy
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

CE/VE programme

x

•
•
•
•
•

CE/VE manual/curriculum
# of print and electronic IEC
materials
Dissemination plan
# of signed MOUs
# of CSOs disseminating CE/VE
State, regional and district
multi-stakeholders’
CE/VE
reference group
# of TOR
Quarterly meetings for CE/VE
reference group held
# of meeting records; minutes
Regulations
for
CSOs
accreditation adopted
Guidelines for CSOs carrying
out CE/VE adopted and used
# of CE/VE meetings, events,
activities implemented
# of M&E reports

x

x

x

x

Poor
infrastructure
Security

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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•
•

#
of
citizens
reached
disaggregated by gender
%
registered
voters
disaggregated by gender
%
of
voter
turnout
disaggregated by gender
CE/VE portal
Stakeholder
engagement
portal uploaded and used
# of visits to TPEC website
Stakeholder
engagement
policy
adopted
and
disseminated
# Reports
Plan
adopted
and
disseminated
# of meetings
# of reports

•
•

# of committees formed
#minutes and reports

•
•
•

2.

Engage key stakeholder
to raise awareness of
GSI
and
public
confidence
toward
TPEC and the electoral
process

•

Employ
social
media
platforms for outreach

•

Develop
an
inclusive
stakeholder
engagement
policy

•
•

•

Develop
stakeholder
engagement plan
Consult
with
key
stakeholder: CSO, political
associations, government,
security agencies, media
Establish liaison committees
for:
! Political
associations’
dialogue
! CE/VE
! Media
! EDRM
! Security
Develop and implement
media strategy

•
•
•
•

•
•

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x x x x x x x x x
Schedules
# of press conferences, media
releases
Strategic Goal 5: Women, youth, people with disabilities, and marginalised/vulnerable groups are engaged throughout the electoral process
1. Conduct
targeted • Explore causes that impede • Report
Entrenched
with
CE/VE for women
cultural norms
women participation in
recommendations
and attitudes
political processes
x
• Develop IEC resources for • # and type of IEC produced
Apathy
women
and disseminated
x x
• Develop partnership with • # of MOU
•

•
•
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•

CSOs working with women,
including the media
Coordinate the provision of
CE/VE
and
election
campaigns for women

•
•
•

2.

Conduct
targeted
CE/VE for PWD

•
•

•

•

•
3.

Conduct
targeted
CE/VE
for
marginalized/vulnerabl
e groups

•
•

•

•

Conduct baseline knowledge
and attitudinal survey
Develop
IEC
resources
targeting PWD

•

Develop guidelines and
regulations that respond the
needs of people with
disabilities (PWD)
Organise
awareness
workshops for/about people
with PWD for TPEC, staff
and
with
concerned
stakeholders
Conduct election campaigns
for PWD
Conduct baseline knowledge
and attitudinal survey
Develop IEC resources for
marginalized/vulnerable
groups
Partner with CSOs working
with
marginalized/vulnerable
groups
Coordinate
election
campaigns
for
marginalized/vulnerable
groups

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

% of women voter turnout
# of reached women groups
registered voters
# of women nominated as
candidates
Report
with
recommendations
# of IEC materials targeting
PWD
produced
and
disseminated
Guidelines and regulations
adopted

#
of
PWD
reached
disaggregated by gender
% of PWD registered voters
disaggregated by gender
% of PWD voter turnout
disaggregated by gender

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Report
with
recommendations
# and type of IEC produced
and disseminated

x

# of MOUs

x

x

•

#
of
reached
marginalized/vulnerable
groups
# of marginalized/vulnerable
groups registered as voters
disaggregated by gender
% of marginalized/vulnerable

x

x

•

x

x

•

•

x
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4.

Encourage
youth
participation in the
electoral process in an
informed manner

•

Research underlying factors
hindering
youths’
participation
in
democratisation processes
Develop
IEC
resources
targeting youth
Partner with CSOs working
with youth
Coordinate
CE/VE
and
campaigns for youth

•

groups
voter
turnout
disaggregated by gender
Research
report
with
recommendations adopted

IEC materials targeting youth
developed and disseminated
•
• CE/VE
targeting
youth
implemented and monitored
• # of campaigns targeting
•
youth
planned
and
implemented
• % of youths registered as
voters
disaggregated
by
gender
• % of youths registered as
candidates disaggregated by
gender
• % youth participation in the
LGE disaggregated by gender
• # of reports
Strategic Goal 6: Electoral districts boundary determined in line with constitutional provisions
1. Review
the • Request for administrative • Administrative maps
administrative
data and maps from the
boundaries
to
government
determine
polling • Develop guidelines and • Regulations adopted
centres
regulations and submit to
government/parliamentary
sub-committees
for
approval
• Establish district committees • # of committees
• # of TORs
• Conduct
systemic • #
of
reports
with
consultation
with
recommendations
government
and • # of measures adopted
stakeholder
(including • # of reports
marginalizes group) at the • # polling centres adopted
district
•

x

x

x

•

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Public
objections

x

TPEC capacity
Political
interference
Border
disputes

x
x

x

x

x

Budget
Poor
infrastructure
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x x
Determine
position
of
electoral districts, electoral
wards and polling centres
x
• Produce, electoral maps to
stakeholders at minimum
cost
x
• Launch and disseminate
electoral maps
Strategic Goal 7: An accurate, inclusive, and transparent voters’ register Strategic Goal 7: An accurate, inclusive, and transparent voters’ register
1. Facilitate an enabling • Establish
x x
Access to the
coordination • # of meetings and MOUs
administrative
existing Civil
mechanism
with
state • #
of
stakeholders’
framework for voter
Register
institutions
and
other
consultations held; minutes
registration (VR)
stakeholders involved in civil • Coordination
mechanism
Public apathy
registration
adopted
x
• Procure VR equipment and • Voter registration equipment
materials
and material procured
Budget
• Develop a countrywide • Distribute and Retrieval Plan
Distribute and Retrieval Plan
adopted and used
TPEC capacity
for election materials and
equipment.
x x x
• Develop VR plan, guidelines, • Voter
registration
plan
Poor
regulations, procedures and
adopted
infrastructure
manuals
• # of guidelines, regulations,
including complaints/appeals
and procedures
• # od manuals developed and
adopted
x
• Recruit, train and deploy of • # of trainings
registration staff
• Deployment plan
• # of staff recruited, trained
and deployed
• #contracts
x x x
• Conduct a national VR
• Final VR
• # of registered voters
disaggregated by gender
•
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Strategic Goal 8: Credible, transparent and accountable LGE are administered
1. Prepare an operational • Develop LGE Operation Plan • Operational plan in adopted
plan for the LGE
and implemented
• Embed a M&E plan into the
Operational Plan
• Electoral calendar
• Engage key stakeholder • Observers’ reports
input into the Operational • # of media reports
plan
• # of press releases, press
conferences
• M&E plan
• # of M&E reports
• # of meetings
• Procure sensitive and non- • # of election material and
equipment procured and used
sensitive
materials,
equipment (including voting • Inventory report
aids and materials for PWD) • # of voting aids and materials,
and voter identification
IEC
system (VIS)
• VIS operational on E-Day
2. Develop
election, • Develop election, counting • Guidelines
and
results
results
transmission
and tallying procedures
management
systems
and
announcement • Establish transparent results
adopted
processes
reports
with
management systems from • Pilot
recommendations adopted
polling centres to TPEC’s
central office
• # of results centres identified
• Create an election results • # of training sessions and
manuals/guides
portal on the official website
•
# of trained staff
• Conduct pilots for results
•
# of reports
transmission
• Conduct cascade trainings • Election results portal
for Commissioners and staff • Transmission of results with
minimal errors
• # of reports
3. Secure
security • Develop E-Day Security Plan • Election Security Plan adopted
throughout the E-Day
in
coordination
with
and disseminated
government/security actors
• # of security agents
• Recruit security agents
• # of plans adopted
• Cascade
trainings
and • # of manuals developed
deployment
plans
for • # of trainings
security agents
• # of security agents deployed
• # report

x

x

Public apathy
Budget
TPEC capacity
Poor
infrastructure
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
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4.
.

Held the LGE

x

•

Conduct pilot election on 3
districts

•

Mobilizing
deadline met

•

Develop a comprehensive
election
(E-Day)
management plan
Procure electoral forms
Develop a countrywide
Distribute and Retrieval Plan
for election materials and
equipment.
E-Day
trainings
and
deployment plans for ad hoc
staff

•

Plan
met

implemented/deadline

x

x

•

Distribute and Retrieval Plan
adopted and used

x

x

•
•

Deployment plan adopted
Guidelines,
manuals
for
election officials adopted
# of training sessions
# of trained staff
# of reports
# of results
# of press statements
# of signed certificates
Official gazette notice

•
•

•

•

Strategic Goal 9: Audit the LGE
1. Monitor key elements •
of the LGE
•
•

•

•
•
•

Hold a press conference to
announce
the
election
results and the 3 political
parties
Establish a M&E function
within the TPEC
Develop standard guidelines
for M&E
Establish national, regional
and district monitoring
teams to track the
implementation of LGE
Conduct training for
national, regional and
district monitoring teams
Conduct periodic monitoring
of key elements of LGE
Conduct quarterly review
meetings and reporting
Track and report on risks
affecting women, youth and

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

resources/

Unit
established
and
operationalized
M & E system adopted and
operationalized
# of monitoring teams
established
# of staff trained
#
of
review
meetings
conducted
# of monthly, quarterly and
annual reports
#
of
resource
centres
established
#
of
risks’
reports
disseminated and action
taken
# of TOR

x

x

x

x

Budget

x

TPEC capacity

x

Poor
infrastructure

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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•

•
•
2.

Contract an external
consultant to evaluate
the LGE

•
•

marginalized
groups
participation in the LGE
Monitoring
risks
and
advising
on
mitigation
measures
Conduct a post-evaluation
of the LGE
Develop TOR for the
evaluation
Conduct an evaluation of
the LGE
Publish and disseminate the
report

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
•

Post-evaluation report with
recommendations publish and
disseminated

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Vision
Promotion of accountable local governance through credible and transparent local government
election (LGE)

Mission
To conduct the LGE that promotes and safeguards the democratic aspirations of the citizens (or
Puntland people)

For more information, please contact:
Name of the Institution: Transitional Puntland Electoral Commission (TPEC)
Website: www.tpec.pl.so
Email: tpec@tpec.pl.so
Facebook: Transitional Puntland Electoral Commission
Twitter: @TPECPuntland
Address: Main Tarmac Road, Opposite PDRC, Waberi Garowe
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